"You shall be holy, for holy am I, Hashem your G-d" (Vayikra 19:2). What is "holiness"? Rashi, based on Vayikra Rabbah (24:4 and 6), explains that being “holy” means “being removed (separated) from illicitness and sin, for wherever you find protection [built to prevent] illicitness [discussed] you [also] find holiness [mentioned].” Rashi and the Midrash then proceed to list examples of verses that both describe avoiding illicitness and mention holiness, implying that the latter is the result of the former.

The connection seems rather straightforward; by avoiding misdeeds, and specifically by going the extra distance to prevent illicit relationships from developing, a state of holiness is achieved. However, the verse is equating the state of holiness we are supposed to try to attain with G-d’s state of holiness; framing it as “separating from illicitness” makes it seem as if G-d’s holiness is also a function of “separating from illicitness,” something that doesn’t apply to G-d. Even if the verse is telling us to try to get as close to G-d’s level of holiness as possible despite never being able to reach it, if our holiness is attained by building barriers to sin while His is the essence of holiness, they cannot be compared, and our need to attain our type of holiness can’t be based on His totally different type of holiness. We are mundane beings, and have inclinations towards certain behaviors that must be avoided in order to achieve holiness; G-d does not have these inclinations, so His “holiness” doesn’t have a prerequisite of building protections to prevent base desires from interfering with spiritual growth. How can the verse be telling us to “be holy the way G-d is holy” by separating from illicitness, if that is not the way G-d became holy?

{You may have noticed that when I translated the verse, I included what seems like an extra comma after the second time the word “holy” is used, the one that refers to G-d being holy. Although it looks awkward in English, this is how the verse is broken up in Hebrew, with the word “for holy” being an expression in and of itself, followed by the expression “I am Hashem, your G-d.” This seemingly unnatural pause may have been inserted to create an additional layer of separation between the holiness we can achieve and G-d’s holiness: (1) You should be holy, (2) for holiness is important, especially when trying to connect with G-d, Who is the epitome of holiness], (3) I am Hashem, your G-d, [who is holy, albeit not the kind of holiness humans can attain; yet, they can still connect with Me by removing themselves from base physicality]. Nevertheless, neither Rashi nor the Midrash make this point, merely explaining the verse as if there was no “extra” comma; you shall be holy since I (G-d) am holy, a comparison that doesn’t seem to work if our holiness is based on avoiding things that prevent holiness rather than being holy in its own right.)

Religion can serve numerous functions. It provides a structure to live life within, creates a social setting within which a community can be built, and often develops into a culture based on these factors. (This is why it has been difficult to give a definition of “Judaism” that everyone agrees upon, as it means different things to different people.) From the Torah’s perspective, though, religion is not merely a collection of laws, or a means to provide community cohesiveness, but a lifestyle through which we become better, more holy people. (It may provide those other benefits as well, but they are merely a byproduct of the program, not its primary purpose.) The difference between Rashi’s perspective on the commandment to be holy (creating barriers to sin) and Ramban’s perspective (minimizing even permissible pleasures) is therefore relatively minimal, as both are necessary to attaining real holiness.

If the focus was just the law, creating barriers to prevent sinning would only be necessary to minimize the chances of the sin occurring. However, with the goal not merely being to avoid sin, but to avoid being tempted to sin (even if the actual sin never occurs), the purpose of the barriers is to prevent temptation from occurring in the first place. (Although it is next to impossible to never be tempted, since the temptation itself runs counter to holiness, minimizing the occurrences of temptation maximizes the potential for holiness.) For example, hearing a woman sing may arouse certain feelings within men that infringe upon their ability to focus their attention on holy matters. It doesn’t mean that they will do something inappropriate, or that there is a real concern that they will. It just means that it can cause a reaction that runs counter to one of the primary purposes of Judaism, i.e. being (and becoming) holy. Therefore, included in the recommendations for men (recommendations that take
to kedusha. It suggests that the body is neither to be vilified nor glorified. Every aspect of human physical activity is to be sanctified. This, writes Rav Soloveitchik is the goal of the ish halakha (halakhic man). To apply Jewish law to every aspect of life, ennobling and yes, "kedushifying" our every endeavor.

This analysis sheds light on our approach to the concepts of kodesh and hol (commonly translated, the holy and the profane). Some Orthodox Jews feel that disciplines that are not pure Torah are simply hol (profane). Hol is only useful when it helps us to better understand kodesh. For example, through chemistry one can better evaluate the kashrut of food products. One may study language in order to be viewed as a cultured Westerner so that Torah will be more respected. Or, one studies medicine to provide for one's family or one's charity. In each of these examples, hol is intrinsically not kodesh and can never transform into kodesh.

The ish halakha sees it differently. Every discipline, whether it be chemistry, language or medicine, are all potentially aspects of Torah. As Rav Avraham Yitzchak Hakohen Kook has pointed out, "There is nothing unholy, there is only the holy and the not yet holy." If one studies Torah in an intense fashion, it will give new meaning, new direction, new purpose and in the end, sanctify hol. Hol is not a permanent status; it can transform into kodesh.

For the ish halakha there is nothing in the world devoid of G-d's imprint. The way one loves, the way one conducts oneself in business, the way one eats, are all no less holy then praying, learning and fasting.

For the ish ha-da'at, the movement is from this world, the world of the body and soul to the next world, the world of pure soul. Death is a release from the imprisonment of the body. This philosophy is espoused by many fundamentalist Christians and Muslims. For them, redemption comes through death. This approach to life has been used in some parts of the Arab world to induce young men and even women to become suicide bombers - terrorist, homicidal bombers. "Kill yourself," these youngsters are taught, "and murder countless numbers of innocent people and you will receive true reward in the afterlife."

For Torah, the movement is in the reverse - from the other world to this world. To take the teachings of the Torah - from the world beyond - and to apply it to this world sanctifying every aspect of human life. For Torah, ultimate sanctification comes through living every moment a life of Torah ethics. This in fact is the challenge of this week's portion-kedoshim tiyhu, you shall be holy. © 2011 Hebrew Institute of Riverdale & CJC-AMCHA. Rabbi Avi Weiss is Founder and Dean of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah, the Open Orthodox Rabbinical School, and Senior Rabbi of the Hebrew Institute of Riverdale

RABBI AVI WEISS

Shabbat Forshpeis

How does one attain the status of kedusha (holiness), commanded in one of this week's Torah portions? (Leviticus 19:2)

Some maintain that the pathway to holiness is to separate from the real world. Suppressing the body is the only way the soul can soar.

Rav Yosef Dov Soloveitchik points out that this is the predominant approach of most faith communities. The ish ha-da'at, the universal religious person, as Rav Soloveitchik terms it, is the religious figure who sees the escape from the body as a prerequisite for spiritual striving.

There is a more mainstream Jewish approach...
Torsa Aish

RABBI LORD JONATHAN SACKS

Covenant & Conversation

There is a fascinating sequence of commands in the great “holiness code” with which our parsha begins, that sheds light on the nature not just of leadership in Judaism but also of followership. Here is the command in context: Do not hate your brother in your heart. Reprove [or reason with] your neighbour frankly so you will not bear sin because of him. Do not seek revenge or bear a grudge against anyone among your people, but love your neighbour as yourself. I am the Lord. (Lev. 19: 17-18)

There are two completely different ways of understanding the italicized words. Maimonides brings them both as legally binding.¹ Nahmanides includes them both in his commentary to the Torah.²

The first is to read the command in terms of interpersonal relations. Someone, you believe, has done you harm. In such a case, says the Torah, do not remain in a state of silent resentment. Do not give way to hate, do not bear a grudge, and do not take revenge. Instead, reprove him, reason with him, tell him what you believe he has done and how you feel it has harmed you. He may apologise and seek to make amends. Even if he does not, at least you have made your feelings known to him. That in itself is cathartic. It will help you to avoid nursing a grievance.

The second interpretation, though, sees the command in impersonal terms. It has nothing to do you being harm. It refers to someone you see acting wrongly, committing a sin or a crime. You may not be the victim. You may be just an observer. The command tells us not to be content with passing a negative judgment on his behaviour (i.e. with “hating him in your heart”). You must get involved. You should remonstrate with him, pointing out in as gentle and constructive a way as you can, that what he is doing is against the law, civil or moral. If you stay silent and do nothing, you will become complicit in his guilt (i.e. “bear sin because of him”) because you saw him do wrong and you did nothing to protest.

This second interpretation is possible only because of Judaism’s fundamental principle that kol Yisrael arevin zeh ba-zeh, “All Jews are sureties [i.e. responsible] for one another.” However, the Talmud makes a fascinating observation about the scope of the command: One of the rabbis said to Raba: [The Torah says] hokheach tokhiach, meaning “you shall reprove your neighbour repeatedly” [because the verb is doubled, implying more than once]. Might this mean hokheach, reproving him once, and tokhiaeth, a second time? No, he replied, the word hokheach means, even a hundred times. Why then does it add the word tokhiaeth? Had there been only a single verb I would have known that the law applies to a master reproving his disciple. How do we know that it applies even to a disciple reproving his master? From the phrase, hokheach tokhiach, implying, under all circumstances.³

This is significant because it establishes a principle of critical followership. So far in these essays we have been looking at the role of the leader in Judaism. But what about that of the follower? On the face of it the duty of the follower is to follow, and that of the disciple to learn. After all, Judaism commands almost unlimited respect for teachers. “Let reverence for your teacher be as great as your reverence for heaven,” said the sages. Despite this the Talmud understands the Torah to be commanding us to remonstrate even with our teacher or leader should we see him or her doing something wrong.

Supposing a leader commands you to do something you know to be forbidden in Jewish law. Should you obey? The answer is a categorical No. The Talmud puts this in the form of a rhetorical question: “Faced with a choice between obeying the master [G-d] or the disciple [a human leader], whom should you obey?”⁴ The answer is obvious. Obey G-d. Here in Jewish law is the logic of civil disobedience, the idea that we have a duty to disobey an immoral order.

Then there is the great Jewish idea of active questioning and “argument for the sake of heaven.” Parents are obliged, and teachers encouraged, to train students to ask questions. Traditional Jewish learning is designed to make teacher and disciple alike aware of the fact that more than one view is possible on any question of Jewish law and multiple interpretations (the traditional number is seventy) of any biblical verse. Judaism is unique in that virtually all of its canonical texts – Midrash, Mishnah and Gemara – are anthologies of arguments (Rabbi X said this, Rabbi Y said that) or are surrounded by multiple commentaries each with its own perspective.

The very act of learning in rabbinic Judaism is conceived as active debate, a kind of gladiatorial contest of the mind: “Even a teacher and disciple, even a father and son, when they sit to study Torah together become enemies to one another. But they do not move from there until they have become beloved to one another.”⁵ Hence the Talmudic saying, “Much wisdom I have learned from my teacher, more from my colleagues but most from my students.”⁶ Therefore despite the reverence we owe our teachers, we owe them also our best efforts at questioning and challenging their ideas. This is essential to the rabbinical ideal of learning as a collaborative pursuit of truth.

¹ Maimonides, Hilkhot Deot 6:6-7.
² Nahmanides, Commentary to Leviticus 19:17.
³ Baba Metzia 31a.
⁴ Kiddushin 42b.
⁵ Kiddushin 30b
⁶ Ta’anit 7a.
The idea of critical followership gave rise in Judaism to the world’s first social critics, the prophets, mandated by G-d to speak truth to power and to summon even kings to the bar of justice and right conduct. That is what Samuel did to Saul, Elijah to Ahab and Isaiah to Hezekiah. None did so more effectively than the prophet Nathan when, with immense skill, he got King David to appreciate the enormity of his sin in sleeping with another man’s wife. David immediately recognised his wrong and said chatati, “I have sinned.”

Exceptional though the prophets of Israel were, even their achievement takes second place to one of the most remarkable phenomena in the history of religion, namely that G-d himself chooses as His most beloved disciples the very people who are willing to challenge heaven itself. Abraham says, “Shall the judge of all the earth not do justice?” Moses says, “Why have you done evil to this people?” Jeremiah and Habakkuk challenge G-d on the apparent injustices of history. Job, who argues with G-d, is eventually vindicated by G-d, while his comforters, who defended G-d, are deemed by G-d to have been in the wrong. In short, G-d Himself chooses active, critical followers rather than those who silently obey.

Hence the unusual conclusion that in Judaism followership is as active and demanding as leadership. We can put this more strongly: leaders and followers do not sit on opposite sides of the table. They are on the same side, the side of justice and compassion and the common good. No one is above criticism, and no one too junior to administer it, if done with due grace and humility. A disciple may criticise his teacher; a child may challenge a parent; a prophet may challenge a king; and all of us, simply by bearing the name Israel, are summoned to wrestle with G-d and our fellow humans in the name of the right and the good.

Uncritical followership and habits of silent obedience give rise to the corruptions of power, or sometimes simply to avoidable catastrophes. For example, a series of fatal accidents occurred between 1970 and 1999 to planes belonging to Korean Air. One in particular, Korean Air Flight 8509 in December 1999, led to a review that suggested that Korean culture, with its tendency toward autocratic leadership and deferential followership, may have been responsible for the first officer not warning the pilot that he was off-course.

John F. Kennedy assembled one of the most talented group of advisors ever to serve an American President, yet in the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba in 1961 committed one of the most foolish mistakes. Subsequently, one of the members of the group, Arthur Schlesinger Jr., attributed the error to the fact that the atmosphere within the group was so convivial that no one wanted to disturb it by pointing out the folly of the proposal.

Groupthink and conformism are perennial dangers within any closely-knit group, as a series of famous experiments by Solomon Asch, Stanley Milgram, Philip Zimbardo and others have shown. Which is why, in Cass Sunstein’s phrase, “societies need dissent.” My favourite example is one given by James Surowiecki in The Wisdom of Crowds. He tells the story of how an American naturalist, William Beebe, came across a strange sight in the Guyana jungle. A group of army ants was moving in a huge circle. The ants went round and round in the same circle for two days until most of them dropped dead. The reason is that when a group of army ants is separated from their colony, they obey a simple rule: follow the ant in front of you.9 The trouble is that if the ant in front of you is lost, so will you be.

Surowiecki’s argument is that we need dissenting voices, people who challenge the conventional wisdom, resist the fashionable consensus and disturb the intellectual peace. “Follow the person in front of you” is as dangerous to humans as it is to army ants. To stand apart and be willing to question where the leader is going is the task of the critical follower. Great leadership happens when there is strong and independently minded followership. Hence, when it comes to constructive criticism, a disciple may challenge a teacher and a prophet reprimand a king.

RABBI BEREL WEIN

Wein Online

The usual translation of the word kdoshim into English is “holy.” As is also usual in translations from Hebrew into English, it does not carry with it the nuance that is present in the original Hebrew word. Kdoshim is not exclusively meant to represent holiness in the common usage of the word but it encompasses a dedication and devotion to a cause, an idea - to a faith itself. The Lord Himself, so to speak, describes His own Being as being not only holy but also as being dedicated – dedicated to fulfill His Will through the people of Israel, their history, behavior, events and destiny.

By describing Himself in this fashion, G-d reassures us that there is purpose to our lives and actions. He desires that we be dedicated throughout our lives, in all of our actions, to educate the world in His ways and value system. His dedication to us is oftentimes hidden and not clearly understood and appreciated but it is eternal and ongoing.

Our dedication to Him and His Torah must also

---

7 2 Samuel 12:13.


be of that very nature – eternal and ongoing. Thus holiness is no longer to be viewed as pure piety, noble as that trait is, but rather also to be one of perseverance and tenacity, even stubbornness, if you will. The stiff-necked people are also the holy and dedicated people. This overriding sense of loyalty and tenacity of spirit and action is truly one of the basic hallmarks of Jewish history and life.

It is no coincidence that it is this parsha of the Torah that contains such a large number of commandments. For dedication and loyalty can only be translated into behavior by rote, ritual and varied actions. That is why the Mishna itself commented that the Lord wanted to prove Israel meritorious by providing such a large number and great variety of commandments to be fulfilled and performed. For only by such a regimen are human beings able to develop loyalty, purpose and a firm commitment to goodness and righteousness.

We are all creatures of habit and in developing good habits we become transformed into being good people. Good habits require drill and repetition, firmness and discipline. There are no shortcuts to holiness or dedication, no easy faith and convenient sense of religion. So the Jew is surrounded on all sides in one’s daily life by G-d’s commandments.

Everything in life becomes capable of holiness and dedication to G-d’s nobility of existence. There really is nothing in life that is truly relegated to the mundane and unholy. It is the human attitude towards events and actions, the sense of purpose and dedication that accompanies one’s actions which define the holiness and dedication of each and every action and facet of our existence. This plethora of commandments is meant to enhance and accomplish this holy purpose and give eternal meaning to our lives and society. That is why the lord is justified in ordering us to be a just, holy and dedicated people. © 2014 Rabbi Berel Wein - Jewish historian, author and international lecturer offers a complete selection of CDs, audio tapes, video tapes, DVDs, and books on Jewish history at www.rabbiwein.com. For more information on these and other products visit www.rabbiwein.com

RABBI SHLOMO RISKIN

Shabbat Shalom

"Y"ou shall love your neighbor as yourself; I am the Lord” (Leviticus 19:18). One of the most oft-quoted verses of the Bible appears in this week’s Torah reading, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself, I am the Lord” (Lev.19:18). In fact, one of the towering figures of the Oral Law, the famed Rabbi Akiva, referred to this commandment with the addendum: “this is the great rule of the Torah” (zeh kliā gadol baTorah), (Rashi, ad loc) which I take to mean that this is the commandment which is the goal of all other commandments, the “meta-halakhic” principle which lies behind the other commandments; the end-goal towards which all other commandments must lead us. Indeed, if the very G-d definition which we humans can comprehend is “Lord of love, Lord of love, Compassionate and Freely Giving G-d, Long-Suffering, Full of Loving Kindness and Truth,” (Ex. 34: 6) and if the central commandment of the Torah is “Thou shalt walk in His (Divine) ways,” (Deut. 28:9) then the unifying principle of all of our actions and emotions must be, “Just as He is loving, compassionate and freely-giving so must we humans be loving, compassionate and freely-giving;” in other words, we must love our neighbor as ourselves if we wish in any way to emulate the Divine. (See Rambam, Hilchot De’ot, 1:11)

But one of the mysteries of the life and teaching of Rabbi Akiva is that this very same commandment, which was so cardinal for him, came back to haunt him. The Talmud records that between the period of Passover and Lag B’omer (fifteen days before Shavuot), twelve thousand pairs of Rabbi Akiva’s disciples died. Indeed, it is because of their death that these weeks have become a season of semi-mourning for observant Jews, with weddings, hair-cuts and group festivities absolutely forbidden at this time. And when the Talmudic Sages query as to why such Torah scholars met such a premature demise during such a concentrated period, the response is “because they did not treat each other with proper respect;” in other words, they did not properly keep the commandment to love your neighbor like yourself (B.T. Yebamot 62b)! Could it be that the great master’s disciples failed to understand that this very same commandment, which was so cardinal for him, came back to haunt him. After the Talmud records the time-frame of their demise - from Passover until fifteen days before Shavuot - Rabbi Nahman adds that the immediate cause of their death was “askera,” a foreign word which Rashi defines as diphtheria - whooping cough, a plague (B.T. Yebamot, ibid). However, we have no corroborating evidence, either from a parallel Talmudic passage or from the period - historian Josephus, that a plague broke out at this time; moreover, it is difficult to imagine that such a Torah giant would have grasped the central significance of this cardinal commandment only at the end of his life!

I believe that the answer to the mystery may be found upon a deeper examination of the circumstances surrounding the death of the 24,000 students. After the Talmud records the time-frame of their demise - from Passover until fifteen days before Shavuot - Rav Hai Gaon maintains that Rabbi Akiva’s 24,000 students were killed not in a plague but rather in the Bar Kochba Rebellion. Approximately sixty-five years after the destruction of the Second Temple at the
hands of the Roman government, Rabbi Akiba accepted the possibility that Shimon bar Kochba was the long-awaited Messiah-King of Jewish redemption, and urged the Judeans to wage a war of independence against Rome; indeed, he organized what was in effect the first Yeshivat Hesder in history. It makes eminently good sense that in the massive defeat of Bar Kochba's legions, 24,000 of Rabbi Akiva's disciples lost their lives. It is also quite possible that Rabbi Nahman's askera might come from the Greek sicarii, which means "by the sword"! Hence, it was not a plague but rather a War of Independence against Rome which claimed the lives of so many of Rabbi Akiva's students.

There remains one more piece to this puzzle. Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakai was one of the teachers of Rabbi Akiva - and Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakai had prescribed accommodation with Rome sixty-five years earlier just prior to the Temple's destruction. Indeed, it was Rabbi Yohanan ben Zakai who went out to meet Vespasian, the Roman General, and made the deal of giving up Jerusalem in return for the city of Yavneh and his wise men (Gittin 56a).

One version of the Talmud records that Rabbi Akiva vehemently disagreed with the "dovish" approach of his Rebbe; the disciple is even cited as having criticized his teacher by quoting a prophetic verse which he claimed referred to Rabbi Yohanan: "Sometimes wise men are turned backwards and their wisdom is transformed into foolishness" (Isaiah 44:25).

Undoubtedly, Rabbi Akiva was a great idealist who believed passionately in Jewish national sovereignty over Israel and Jerusalem. But - at least according to this version of the Talmud - the heat of the moment caused him to speak in less than respectful terms concerning a leading Jewish Scholar and one of his foremost teachers. Can it be that Rabbi Akiva's own disciples learned not from what their Rabbi taught as much as from what their Rabbi said - and so they too did not speak respectfully to each other, especially when they had differing political views even amongst themselves. We see from here the awesome responsibility of a Rebbe. And we also see how the beginning of the end of any national uprising or even defensive war is when the people supposedly on the same side deflect their energy away from the enemy and towards their own internal dissensions; this is the causeless hatred which has always caused Israel to miss our chance for redemption! © 2014 Ohr Torah Institutions & Rabbi S. Riskin

RABBI DAVID S. LEVIN

Striving for Holiness

Parashat Kedoshim alone. There is one problem with this approach. It is clear that the discussion of ervah, impure sexual relations, that we find in perek yud chet, Chapter 18, is continued at the end of our parasha in perek chaf, Chapter 20. Our parasha which is primarily found in the intervening chapter must either be seen as an interruption or a bridge between the two. Rashi clearly sees it as a bridge as is evidenced by his explanation of the second pasuk in our perek. The Torah tells us, "Vay'dabeir Hashem el Moshe leimor, and Hashem spoke to Moshe saying. Dabeir el kol adat B'nei Yisrael v'amarta aleihem k'doshim ti'h'yu ki kadosh Ani Hashem Elokeichem, speak to all the congregation of B'nei Yisrael and say to them you shall be Holy because I the Hashem your Elokim am Holy." Rashi explains that the word Kadosh means separate, namely, that one should separate himself from contact with ervah, those forbidden sexual relationships. Other meforshim acknowledge a much broader interpretation of the reason for the word Kadosh but we will pick up that discussion later.

The beginning words of the second pasuk are purposeful and unusual. HaRav Shimshon Rafael Hirsch explains that there are only two places in the Torah where the command to Moshe is to speak to kol adat B'nei Yisrael, the entire congregation of the B'nei Yisrael. The very first commandment given to the Jewish people as a whole was given before the Y'tziyat Mitzrayim, the Exodus from Egypt. There Moshe was told to speak to the entire congregation of the B'nei Yisrael to recognize the New Moon of the month of Nisan and to make that the first of the months of the year. This was done because the entire congregation needed to know the time-schedule for leaving Mitzrayim and to prepare the lambs that they would slaughter for the Korban Pesach. Hirsch suggests in our parasha this is to indicate that "no position in life, no sex, no age, no degree of fortune, is excluded from this call specially addresses, kedoshim "holy" are we all to be." Just as with the Korban Pesach, each individual of the nation needed to take on this responsibility for himself. He either had to bring the Korban Pesach or be part of a group sacrifice but he could not shirk that responsibility or his firstborn would die and he and his family would not leave Egypt. There when the nation was first becoming a unified group it was possible to join with another to fulfill the responsibility together. Here, where the moral conduct of an individual is concerned, each person must take it upon himself to separate from immoral conduct. Even for those meforshim who do not view this call to be Kadosh as a call for morality still the idea of separating oneself to a higher level of conduct must be carried out by each person separately. While it is true that one can be influenced by others and can receive encouragement by them, it is still incumbent on the individual to control his own behavior.
Rashi on Shemot (34:32) quotes Masechet Eruvin (54) to explain the normal procedure for the passing on of the mesorah, the laws and traditions, to the Jewish people. “How was the Oral Law imparted? Moses learned from the mouth of the Almighty. Aharon then entered and Moses recited the lesson for him. Aharon withdrew and sat on Moshe’s left. Aharon’s sons then entered and Moshe recited the lesson for them. They withdrew and Eliezer sat on Moshe’s right and Itamar sat on Aharon’s left. The Elders then entered and Moshe recited the lesson for them. They withdrew and seated themselves at the side. Then all of the people entered and Moshe recited the lesson for them. In this way the people heard it once, the Elders twice, Aharon’s sons three times, and Aharon four.”

Why were these laws deemed so important that they were taught with everyone assembled together to hear them for the first time? Here Rashi explains that these laws contain the basis for most of the laws of the Torah. As such Hashem wanted the people to hear them at the same time.

HaRav Sorotzkin, the Aznayim L'Torah, brings another explanation for the separation requested by the command kedoshim tih’yu, you shall be holy. We are told in the Torah, “k’mā’aseh Eretz Mitzrayim ... lo ta’asu u’ch’ma’aseh Eretz K’na’an ... lo ta’asu, like the actions of the Land of Egypt you shall not do and like the actions of the Land of Canaan you shall not do.” We are not permitted to imitate the behavior of the Egyptians or the Canaanites because of their many gods and their evil ways. But if there are seventy nations in the world that still leaves us to imitate sixty-eight of them. We are warned in many places not to follow their idolatry but there are many laws that they have which appear similar to ours. The other nations of the world are required to have a legal system by the Seven Laws of Noah and indeed many of these nations do have those laws. How can we know that where possible our laws take preference over the laws of the land? The Aznayim L’Torah indicates that there are seventy mitzvot that are mentioned in this parasha. It is clear that this is a remez, a hint, that just as these laws are reminiscent of most of the Torah laws, so we are required to follow the Torah laws which separate us from all of the other nations of the world who do not accept our Torah. We are required to bring our cases to a Jewish court rather than a secular one while still following the laws of the country in which we dwell. In some cases we must bring issues to the secular courts but we must also prefer the use of our Jewish courts just as we prefer the laws of the Torah to laws that were created with Man’s limited understanding of absolute justice.

The Ramban explains the concept of separation and Kadosh differently. He mentions that while the term Kadosh is used everywhere that we find reference to ervah, improper sexual relationships, yet it is truly much broader in its scope. Hashem has given us laws which limit sexual relationships yet sexual relations between a man and his wife are permitted and encouraged. Hashem has restricted the type of food that we eat yet we are permitted to eat and drink from those foods which are permitted. One might think that one is then free to indulge in each of these areas with wanton abandon. The term Kadosh requires that we exercise restraint and control of our actions so that we are not obsessed with sex, food, or drink. This self-control is the command to be Holy.

There is still one aspect of the second pasuk which needs further discussion. The pasuk ends with the phrase, “ki kadosh Ani Hashem Elokeichem, because I Hashem your Elokim am Holy.” Hashem has given us a series of laws which demonstrate the concern we are to have for our fellowman and for ourselves. Instead of emulating the great societies of the world like the Egyptians, the Canaanites, the Greeks, the Romans, or any modern-day countries we are to take our standards from Hashem. As we act with holiness on Earth we proclaim His Holiness in the Heavens. In that way Hashem will be known on Earth as a deity which is different than the deities of other societies. His people on Earth glorify His name through their proper behavior even when society approves of acts which Hashem considers immoral.

Jews have always been in the forefront of society’s causes even when we are mistaken and misguided by what we have been told is injustice. We have forgotten to consult the Torah and our Sages to determine what we should and should not support. Yet at least we take a stand and fight for justice and truth. The concept of tikun olam, correcting the wrongs of the world, stems from this week’s parasha. What we must remember is that we must act with the same self-control that we see in the Ramban. We must fight for justice and truth but not by thinking that everything is truth and all suffering is due to injustice. In order to know what to support we need only study the Torah. Hashem has given us His guide so that we can be a nation that is kedoshim teh’yu, a nation that strives for holiness.

Rabbi Mordechai Kamenetzky

Leap of Love

Among the many commandments explicated in this week’s Torah portion we find the ubiquitous phrase of brotherly love. “Love your neighbor as yourself” (Leviticus 19:18) has found its way, in varying forms, into the moral codes of an array of cultures and civilizations.

What is interesting, however, are the phrases that precede this exhortation “You shall not take revenge, and you shall not bear a grudge against the members of your people; you shall love your neighbor as yourself—I am Hashem.”
Rashi quotes the Talmud in Yoma on the varying forms of grudges: If Reuven says to Shimon, "Lend me your sickle," and Shimon replies, "No!" And the next day Shimon says to Reuven, "Lend me your hatchet;" and Reuven retorts, "I am not going to lend it to you, just as you refused to lend me your sickle"- this is avenging. "Bearing a grudge," however, is: If Reuven says to another, "Lend me your hatchet", and he replies "No!" And on the next day he says to him, "Lend me your sickle," and Reuvain replies "Here it is; I am not like you, because you would not lend me"-this is bearing a grudge because he retains enmity in his heart although he does not actually avenge himself.

The strange juxtaposition seems a bit difficult to comprehend. Why would the Torah warn us against revenge, an act that is surely filled with malice and ill-will, and then command us to instead love our brother as our self? Surely one who wants revenge is not ready to take that great leap, from anger-filled rage to the highest level of brotherly love?

Shouldn't the Torah rather end the exhortations with the plea of brotherly reconciliation? Isn't asking the potential avenger to love the object of his anger like himself asking too much?

Rabbi Elchonon Wasserman, the Rosh Yeshiva of the Baranovitch Yeshiva, visited the United States in the latter part of the 1930s to raise funds for his yeshiva. Unfortunately, he made a greater impact on the America than America made on his yeshiva, and the funds raised did not help much. Reb Elchonon returned to a Poland clouded by the darkness of war to be with his students for the ensuing nightmare. The Nazis later murdered him together with his students in Kovno (Kaunus) Ghetto.

While he was in the United States, he was accompanied by young, enthusiastic students, my father amongst them, who felt privileged to help the great sage in his efforts.

Once, a student brought him to visit a wealthy man who had a philanthropic reputation. The bachur was confident that the meeting would prove successful.

Unfortunately, the expectations proved fruitless, and Reb Elchonon and the student were shown to the door, empty-handed.

The young man left the house and sat down on the steps of the mansion utterly dejected. Reb Elchonon, who was quite tall, bent down to him, "Why are you so upset?" he asked softly.

"Upset? Why shouldn't I be upset? This man has the ability to support your whole yeshiva for a year, and he sent us away as if he doesn't have the ability to give even a dime!"

Reb Elchonon smiled. "The Torah tells us that Moshe was told to choose Betzalel to build the Mishkan. Let us assume that Moshe went in the street and asked where he could find Betzalel. Moshe was told that Betzalel could be found in the Bais Medrash. He went into the Bais Medrash and asked someone, 'Are you Betzalel?' The man said no. Should Moshe have been upset? Of course not! It's not the man's fault that he was not Betzalel! He was not born Betzalel and his job was obviously not to be Betzalel! Moshe went to another man. Are You Betzalel? Again the man said no! Should Moshe have been angry with him? Again, of course not!

"Well, my son," continued Reb Elchonon, "You can't be upset with him! He is just not the man that was chosen to help!"

Perhaps one can explain the verse by saying that one cannot be upset when the hammer is not offered. If your friend did not give you what you wanted, then this particular neighbor is obviously not the vehicle, messenger, or shliach to give it to you! You can't avenge that fact!

Perhaps that is why the phrase to love your neighbor as yourself follows the Torah's exhortations against revenge. At a time that you are disappointed, even angry, at a friend or relative for not lending or giving you an item, take a step back and think. "Are you angry at yourself for not having a hammer?" Of course not! Why should you be? You don't own a hammer! You can't be angry at yourself if you don't have the hammer! If you don't have a hammer you can't give yourself the hammer!

The posuk is telling us. "You shall not bear a grudge; you shall love your neighbor as yourself! Just as you do not bear a grudge at yourself for not having a hammer, don't be angry at anyone else. After all, they obviously weren't the ones chosen to give it to you! So next time you are upset at someone for not aiding you in what you yourself could not achieve, think. Do not take revenge or harbor ill-will. Treat your neighbor as you would have treated the original culprit of incapability and love him as yourself! ©2003 Rabbi M. Kamenetzky and torah.org